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Good Morning,

Well it’s been a funny ol’ few months – not funny in
the laughter sense but in the more annoying, ‘not
more things to worry about’ sort of way...you know
the kind of thing, people letting you down or just
plain being a damned nuisance and causing you even
more work. Still having been born with an exuberance of the positive gene I do tend to always look on
the bright side and somehow it always works, usually
to make things even better than originally planned.
An example of this being the withdrawal of the Imperials from our Elvis Festival in September (see new
brochure enclosed with this Newsletter) following
their split and a new singer replacing Royce
Taylor....himself a firm favourite amongst their British fans. Well I’m pleased to say that Royce is still
coming and we have replaced the others with Larry
Strickland of The Stamps and Jim Murray of the
original Imperials – both Larry and Jim sang with
Elvis of course, and whilst Royce never actually got to
sing with Elvis in person he had been a member of
both The Stamps and the Imperials and was selected
to sing with Elvis on the big screen concerts. With
these two great guests (who are rarely seen outside of
the USA) and Royce putting together a new selection
of Elvis favourites for you I’m sure this will be an
excellent show. And two new interviews too!
Another change is the fact that following the announcement of the TCB Band’s six UK performances
with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra towards the
end of the year (see advertisement on the back cover)
and after the recent death of his son Jeff, James Burton cannot now commit to the Festival. That was
understandable and we passed on our condolences to
James and Louise at this sad time. We will however
still have TCB Band members, the legendary Glen D
Hardin and Norbert Puttnam appearing at what they
tell me is their favourite Elvis Festival. Oh, and some
great news too as, back by popular demand, I’m delighted to say that Darrel Higham and the Enforcers
will now also be joining our superb line-up of stars
for the Elvis Festival. And you can only guess at how
long it took me to sort that little lot out!

Onto other things; you’ll see inside an advertisement
for our August 42nd Anniversary Tour – if ever
you’ve considered attending Elvis Week in Memphis
then this is the tour for you as it includes so much
more – such as a couple of days in Tupelo, the friendliest city in the South. And if you’ve never been to
Texas then our extension option is a must and probably won’t be repeated for many years to come. Give
us a call on 01473 621 564 for a brochure. And having
recently spent a fabulous few days in Bad Nauheim I
feel I must also urge you to visit this beautiful town
– especially during the Elvis Celebrations in August when the whole place goes mad for Elvis! Also
included are the details of our January 2020 85th
Birthday Celebration Tours - a choice of Memphis &
Tupelo or Memphis, Tupelo and Las Vegas – and all
with a choice of 3 lovely hotels in Memphis and some
incredible super-value prices. Well that’s it for now –
here’s wishing you a great Summer and I look forward
to seeing you at one (or more) of our many events
during the year or at one of the forthcoming Concerts. Interesting isn’t it that the Concerts are only
going to be in the UK. Is that because we have the
largest number and the most loyal of all Elvis fans?
You bet it is!
T
Cheers for now
T
B
Cheers for now
B
David J. Wade
David J. Wade
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DIARY
UPDATE

ELVIS 42nd ANNIVERSARY
TOURS

ELVIS 85TH BIRTHDAY TOUR

Memphis - January 7th to 13th
2020
Memphis and Las Vegas – January
7th to 17th 2020
Celebrate Elvis 85th Birthday in
style with this fabulous trip to
Memphis and the chance to carry
on the party in Las Vegas. Full
details in the enclosed brochure.

Memphis and Tupelo – 12th to 21st
August 2019
Memphis, Tupelo and Texas – 12th
to 29th August 2019
A choice of two great tours for August 2019 – the short tour featuring
Memphis during Elvis Week and a
stay in Elvis’ Birthplace of Tupelo.
Or take our longer tour that includes
another 9 days touring Texas too.
3rd – 6th/7th May 2019
See advert in this issue for more
Elvis loved Paris – and so will you.
April or May 2020
There’s a choice of a 4 or 5 day break details.
A return of an old favourite. We’ve
travelling by Eurostar or by air and
been inundated with requests
staying at a modern 4 Star hotel.
15th to 19th August 2019
for another UK Spring Break so
We’ve included a sightseeing tour
A glorious long-weekend in the
in 2020 we’ll be bringing it back.
of this beautiful city and included
spa town of Bad Nauheim where
We’ll have more details in the
the Elvis sights too. Optional tours
Elvis lived whilst stationed at the
next issue but expect a fab seaside
include an evening cruise on the
US Army Base at nearby Friedberg.
location, a great hotel, an amazing
River Seine coupled with a visit to
Join in the fun as the Elvis Fan Club line-up of live music and of course
the famous Moulin Rouge nightof Germany plus the local Tourist
Elvis, Elvis and more Elvis.
club. There’s also the opportunity
Office put on a wonderful Elvis
to spend a whole day in Disneyland Anniversary event with concerts,
Paris. Full details are included in the classic car and Harley parades, Elvis
centre of this Newsletter.
movies, special guests stalls and
August 2020
attractions.
We’re already in the planning
stages for our Anniversary tour
next year. We won’t have a final
Sunday 21st July 2019
itinerary or prices until later in
Come a’rollin’ down the river with us
13th – 23rd September 2019 –
the year, but we can tell you that
on this superb Elvis River Cruise archoice of durations.
along with taking in Elvis Week in
ranged by Elvis in Essex and Strictly
Celebrate with us the 40th Elvis
Memphis, we’ll also be staying in
Elvis UK. It’s a 4 hour cruise aboard
Festival that we’ve organised here in Nashville and New York. It’s going
the Dixie Queen, the largest passenthe UK. With a top class line up of
to be quite some tour. More details
ger pleasure boat on the Thames. On
bands and guests, this is going to be to follow.
board we’ll have an all-Elvis Disco
the biggest and the best yet. And this
with DJ’s Mark Monaghan and Steve
year you can choose to stay for 3, 4,
Bloomfield plus live entertainment
7 or even 10 nights! Further details
from Rockin’ Dave Riley. Tickets are
August 2020
are enclosed with this Newsletter.
£25 (same price as 2018) from
June or July 2020
Strictly Elvis UK, Tel: 01473 621 564
Yes, we’ll be back Rollin’ on the
River next year with another fabulous Elvis River Cruise. Elvis in
Essex and Strictly Elvis invite you
to come aboard for our 5th annual Elvis party down the Thames.
Exact date and price in the next
Facebook: The Elvis Presley
newsletter.
Travel Service/Strictly Elvis.
Twitter: @ElvisTravel

PARIS OOH LA LA!

ELVIS UK SPRING BREAK
2020

Bad Nauheim & Friedberg

ELVIS 43RD ANNIVERSARY
TOUR

ELVIS RIVER CRUISE ON THE
THAMES

ELVIS FESTIVAL – 40th PARTY
EVENT

ELVIS RIVER CRUISE ON THE
THAMES 2020

FIND US ON...

www.strictlyelvis.net

Join us for the ultimate Elvis Experience - a fabulous tour to Memphis and Tupelo over the Elvis Anniversary
Week in August and have the option of extending your holiday with an 8 day tour of Texas – a State that took Elvis to
their hearts and where, back in the 50’s he appeared more than in his ‘home States’ of Mississippi and Tennessee.
In Memphis we’ll have a whole day at Graceland - visit the mansion, go aboard Elvis’ aircraft and enjoy the many
Exhibits. Another day we show you the Elvis sights of Memphis – other homes, his school, Sun Studio, his ranch,
where he shopped, worshipped, performed and so much more…the most comprehensive tour that there is. Plus time
to explore at leisure, to take a sightseeing cruise on the Mississippi River, visit the Stax, Rock & Soul and Civil Rights
Museums and to enjoy the atmosphere and sounds of the greatest music street on Earth…Beale Street.
In Tupelo you’ll visit Elvis Birthplace and we’ll show you the Elvis sights of this fabulously friendly town where Elvis
lived until he was 13 years of age. Then it’s time to return home…or is it?
You could instead come with us as we head to Texas – first to the oil rich city of Dallas and the ‘cow town’ of Fort Worth
to see the Elvis (and other) sights there, then it’s on to Fort Hood where Elvis did his Army basic training, and to Waco
before visiting San Antonio – home of The Alamo. Finally we head for Houston and the famous Astrodome but not
before visiting the little town of Gonzales where Elvis performed in 1955...and they are still talking about it today!
Both tours depart on Monday 12th August and prices for the 10 day Memphis and Tupelo Tour start at £2198 per
person and for the 18 day Memphis, Tupelo and Texas Tour start at
£2848 – great value when you consider that they include your flights,
hotels, coaching, sightseeing tours and admissions and are led by
our experienced Tour Managers. The Elvis Travel Service/Strictly
Elvis UK has been operating these holidays for 47 years and are the
acknowledged specialists in Elvis holidays with a great reputation for
both quality and content.
For further details of this and our other Elvis holidays and
events visit our website or phone us on 01473 621 564.
Email us at enquiries@strictlyelvis.net or write to us at
Strictly Elvis UK/Elvis Travel Service, Unit D Bristol Court,
Martlesham Heath Business Park, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP5 3RY.
We look forward to hearing from you

DIDJA EVER?
BY CAROL PUGH

It was late March when the Strictly Team vis-

ited the beautiful German spa town of Bad Nauheim
and it’s nearby neighbours of Friedberg and Frankfurt. The reason for this flying visit to was twofold,
firstly to lay a folded US flag presentation at the Elvis
memorial on what was Military Appreciation weekend and to also see how we could build and enhance
the Germany tour which has become an annual
pilgrimage for Elvis fans with the Elvis Travel Service
each August.
We started the tour in Bad Nauheim and in particular the places that Elvis called home when he was
here for his 18 month stint in the third armoured
division. Firstly the Grunewald Hotel where he rented the entire top floor for himself, family and friends
and where Elvis’ bedroom remains in its original
state and during the August Elvis Festival, tours can
be arranged. Next the residence on Goethestrasse
which is very much a private home but still so easily
recognisable as the house that Elvis lived at and the
backdrop to so many of those Army photographs.
Onto the memorial which the town funded and
unveiled in 1995 which is now the place that fans
congregate on the evening of August 16th to pay
their respects with flowers, candles and mementoes
not to dissimilar to the Candleight Vigil at Graceland
(but on the following day).

From there we visited the Town gateway arch which
has been laid down for prosperity as the cover of
‘A Big Hunk O’ Love’ which sees Elvis resplendent
in Army uniform stood against the wall with the
arch clearly seen in the background. Following his
footsteps to the two bridges where once again Elvis
stopped for photos, how easy is it to forget that they
were taken 60 years ago as this little town has seen
very few changes in that time. We were amazed how
many Elvis sites there were to see in this quaint town
and all within walking distance.
Our next visit was to Friedberg some 3 miles from
Bad Nauheim and to Ray Barracks where Elvis was
based. The Barracks are closed to the public however those fans fortunate enough to be visiting Bad
Nauheim during their annual Elvis Weekend Festival
held each August often have the opportunity to go
inside. Friedberg has also done a great job in keeping
the memory of Elvis alive - from the giant sculpture
on their main roundabout to the Elvis traffic lights
which now grace Elvis Presley Platz in the main
street of this pretty little town. The locals were bemused at the Strictly team who insisted in trying
out the three sets of lights several times in order to
see the Elvis figures light up in red and green, what
an ingenious way of keeping Elvis at the forefront of
everyone’s mind and of course this resulted in our
campaign to get these traffic lights installed in Memphis too; which we hope you can support us with.
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We returned to Bad Nauheim for a meeting at the Dolce
Hotel which is the centre of activities during the Festival
to find out what they had planned for this year’s celebrations. Fans attending can look forward to 1950s car
cruises, an extensive vintage and collectors fair, a vintage
fashion show, live music and special guests, jive dancing
in the streets and the whole town decorating their homes,
shops and businesses…all in the name of Elvis.
From his GI hair to the heels of his GI shoes, Elvis could
not have imagined the impression he would have on
these beautiful little German towns.
To end a fabulous few days we made our way to Frankfurt for a leisurely river cruise, what better way to see
this historic city than with a chilled glass of white wine
watching the world go by? So, if you cannot be in Memphis in August but want to spend that time with fellow
Elvis fans from around the world then why not join us
for a very special experience, you’ll soon understand why
our soldier boy left his mark there.
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15th to 19th august 2019
The long-weekend Elvis Festival in Bad Nauheim, Germany that’s
held every year in August is a ‘must do’ event for all Elvis fans at some
time…and we promise you…go once and you’ll want to go back for more.
Whilst Memphis might be the ultimate destination for all of us fans, the
pretty spa town of Bad Nauheim, where Elvis lived whilst serving in the
US Army cannot be far behind. There’s so much to see that has strong links
with Elvis’ stay there and each year the town, in conjunction with the local
Elvis Presley Fan Clubs, puts on an event that wouldn’t be out of place at
Graceland. And Strictly Elvis/Elvis Travel Service will take you there and
help you get the most out of your visit.
See all the Elvis sights on our leisurely yet fact-packed walking tour of Bad
Nauheim, pay a visit to bustling Friedberg where Elvis was based in Ray
Barracks, and enjoy all of the events laid on for the Elvis Festival – including
displays of classic American cars and motorcycles, concerts with top-class
bands, vintage fashion shows, Elvis artefacts and a massive Elvis Collectors
Fair, Elvis on the big screen, Elvis guests and a great choice of food and
drink. We’ll also arrange for you to visit Elvis’ ‘home from home’ in Bad
Nauheim – in the Hotel Grunewald, and even stand on his balcony that
looks out over the beautiful park.
Our tour departs from Heathrow (and regional airports) on Thursday 15th
August and returns on Monday 19th – giving you the whole weekend to
enjoy the Festival, see the Elvis sights, explore the town (the people are just
so friendly and are so proud that Elvis came to stay that the shops are all
festooned with Elvis posters for this period…and for most of the rest of the
year as well!) and to party, as in addition to the bars at the Festival there’s
a fabulous choice of bars and pubs throughout the town. We are offering a
choice of 2 hotels – the 1st Class Dolce Hotel where much of the Elvis Festival takes place, and the mid-range but oh-so-friendly Arabella…with great
value prices starting at £678 sharing a double room or £768 in a single.
Inclusive of your flights, coaching, 4 nights hotel with taxes and breakfasts,
and the services of a professional Tour Manager.
If you cannot make Memphis this year then treat yourself to a wonderful
Elvis trip to Bad Nauheim and Friedberg - where his image can be seen under arches, on a roundabout, on traffic lights and where streets proudly bear
his name…you’ll love it.
To book this great Elvis in Germany holiday, or for more information about our other great holidays and events, call us on
01473 621564, email enquiries@strictlyelvis.net or write to us at
Strictly Elvis UK/The Elvis Travel Service, Unit D Bristol Court,
Martlesham Heath Business Park, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP5 3RY, UK.
www.strictlyelvis.net

And over here in the UK, fellow fans have been
serviced by the MWTCB UK Elvis Collection –
run by another good chum of ours, Mark Witherington, head of the Elvis in Scarborough Fan
Club. Mark has regularly travelled to the USA
to purchase those rare, unusual and hard to find
items to be able to make available for fans outside
of the US.
And now we’re delighted at the news that these
two great organisations have come together with
Jon appointing Mark to head up the Elvis Pawn
Shop in the UK and Europe. In the words of Elvis
“I want the people to get the best” and with this
new collaboration, fans will certainly get that.

As well as being able to listen to Elvis’ music and
watch his films and live performances, one of
the other great pleasures of being an Elvis fan is
collecting Elvis. There’s such a plethora of items
for us to get our hands on, and something to
suit everyone’s tastes and budgets. Whether it’s
building up a vault of vinyl, a library of books or
heading down the more expensive route of vintage items and personal artefacts, it can often be a
minefield when it comes to knowing what a good
price is to pay and, more importantly, if the item
is genuine or not.
Luckily there’s a number of honest and knowledgeable collectors who are always happy to lend
their expertise to helping you find that special
item for your collection. In the USA, our good
friend Jon Daly has been the ‘go to guy’ for a
number of years. As well as being able to assist
you with his great knowledge of Elvis items, he
also is the owner of The Elvis Pawn Shop, which
sells both on-line and in their actual shop located on Elvis Presley Boulevard. Many of you who
have travelled on our Elvis Travel Service tours
will know of Jon and also will have visited his
amazing Elvis collectors fairs which he regularly
holds in Memphis.

This exciting new enterprise will allow fans in
the UK and Europe to get hold of some amazing
Elvis collectables. As Mark says “This is a fantastic opportunity for fans to buy and sell their rare
Elvis items. Who knows what gems could be out
there”
We can’t wait! And as well as buying and selling
items, the new Elvis Pawn Shop UK will continue to add items to their museum, that continues
to tour the country and raise money for various
charities, and which we’re pleased to announce
will once again be exhibiting at our Elvis Festival
in Great Yarmouth this coming September. Mark
has promised some new and exciting items which
will be on display and items belonging to Elvis
that you’ll be able to get up close and personal
with. Another reason to book for this amazing
Elvis event.
The Elvis Pawn Shop in Memphis can be contacted at: www.elvispawnshop.com
The MWTCB UK Collection can be contacted at:
Theelvispawnshopuk@gmail.com
Strictly Elvis UK is the Newsletter of Strictly Elvis UK and the
Elvis Travel Service – trading names of David Wade Ltd, an
organisation that has led the way in Elvis holidays and events
for 47 years. Founded in 1972 David Wade Ltd is registered with
Elvis Presley Enterprises Inc and works closely with them to keep
Elvis’ legend alive and to promote Graceland. The names ‘Elvis’,
‘Elvis Presley’, ‘The Guest House at Graceland’ and ‘Graceland’s
Chapel in the Woods’ are registered to Elvis Presley Enterprises
Inc with the USPTO.

4TH
ANNUAL ELVIS RIVER CRUISE
SUNDAY

21ST

JULY

2PM - 6PM

Join us on the Dixie Queen, the largest pleasure boat on the Thames for
a fabulous afternoon afloat.
Entertainment by Rockin’ Dave Riley plus an all-Elvis disco
with DJ’s Mark Monaghan and Steve Bloomfield.
Tickets £25 per person
available from…
Strictly Elvis UK, Unit D Bristol Court
Martlesham Heath Business Park, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP5 3RY
Tel: 01473 621 564 Website: www.strictlyelvis.net
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THAT BYDREAM
DAVID WADE
I had meant for this page to be a resumé of the recent
Spring Luxury Break to Memphis but despite it being
a fabulous trip it could still be boring for me to write
and equally boring for you to read so instead let me
talk about friendship and positivity – two things that
shone through that tour like a beacon.
We absolutely love having our ‘regulars’ on the tour
but we equally enjoy having ‘newbies’ – the fans who
have never been to Graceland before or perhaps have
been but not travelled with the Elvis Travel Service
and so hadn’t ever had that lovely feeling of camaraderie that you get when travelling with such friendly
like-minded people. Greeting everyone at Heathrow
(or Atlanta where we joined up with the Manchester
group, or Memphis where we met with our members
from Northern Ireland and Barcelona) we could feel
the excitement in the air and after checking in to The
Guest House (I still think it’s an odd name for such
a massive 5 Star hotel!) most of the group walked
around to the famous Music Gates that guard the
entrance to Graceland. Tears flowed…of relief for
some that they fhad finally made it to Graceland, of
joy for others that they’ve achieved a lifelong ambition, sadness (and even of anger) too, that we should
have lost Elvis so young. Carol and I both love seeing
Graceland through their eyes as if for the first time.
We know how they feel which, I suppose, is why we
do what we do.
Already we could see friendships being formed,
names being remembered (so that’s what those lanyards and name tags are for!), addresses swapped and
Facebook friendships started. We watch closely to
see that no-one is on their own (unless they want to
be) and over the next few days the group enjoyed the
Mansion Tour, went aboard Elvis’ aircraft, watched
the Duck Parade at the Peabody Hotel, took a Mississippi Riverboat Cruise, ‘survived’ an extended tour of
the Elvis ‘sights’ of Memphis, had a day trip to Tupelo and many even managed to bop their way down
Beale Street on one or two evenings.

I don’t think we ever claim that our holidays are ‘relaxing experiences’ but we do know that we pack in
more sights (and fun) than is probably good for you.
All the time the group looked out for each other.
Misplaced a bag? Soon found. Have a headache?
A dozen offers of Paracetamol. Let me save you a
seat, take that photo for you, share a snack? Even
after 50 years’ experience as a Tour Manager I still
get a kick out of witnessing that level of friendliness
within a tour group. And the star of the show? David
Strachan. A man who travelled with us first in 1976
(and saw Elvis perform) and again around 20 years
later but who had since lost both his legs and, now
in his eighties, had a dream (and a determination)
to visit Memphis again one day – to see ‘his’ beloved
Graceland and pay homage to his hero. Throughout
the tour, and despite his tremendous disability, I
never saw him without a beaming smile on his face
or a friendly word for everyone. He was loving every
minute of it and it showed. As I write this I know that
David Strachan is back in hospital where I’m sure he’s
telling all the staff about his visit to Memphis and his
life as a devoted Elvis fan. Good on you David – get
well soon. Your positivity was an inspiration to us all.
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ALL NEW LIVE CONCERT EXPERIENCE
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IN CONCERT LIVE ON SCREEN
ELVIS PERFORMS HIS GREATEST HITS
with

LIVE ON STAGE
ROYAL PHILHARMONIC CONCERT ORCHESTRA
and the LEGENDARY

TCB BAND
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PRISCILLA PRESLEY
AND
JERRY SCHILLING

LIVE ON STAGE

2019

SHARING INTIMATE STORIES,
PERSONAL PHOTOS & RARE
HOME MOVIES
NEVER BEFORE SEEN FOOTAGE

MANCHESTER ARENA manchester-arena.com
CARDIFF MOTORPOINT ARENA motorpointarenacardiff.co.uk
BIRMINGHAM RESORTS WORLD ARENA theticketfactory.com
SHEFFIELD FLYDSA ARENA flydsaarena.co.uk
GLASGOW THE SSE HYDRO thessehydro.com
LONDON THE O2 theo2.co.uk
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